
SESSION 5 Spring Term – ‘Malamander sighted!’ – recount.
Monday 14th or 21st February 2022

Anything in blue should be read before the session – I will

also put in red any grids or sentences or instructions that
should ideally be in the children’s books. The children need:
notebooks/ writing journals and pencils, access to a tablet, to
see main screen.

Today’s Game –  Journalist interviews - To tune us into
recount, we begin with a reporter interviewing someone who
thinks they came across something suspicious on the beach.
After two minutes, swap roles. David and Pie will model first.

● Where and when did it happen?

● What happened?

● Detail about the sighting and the creature.

● What everyone did?

● What do people think should be done?

● How did you feel?

Padlet – On the padlet, write sentences about a possible
sighting of the Malamander or some other mythological
creature. This should be in diary form – using the first person.

1.Write your sentence.
2.Reread it to check.
3.Only then submit.
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When you were on the beach – what did you:

See I saw a dark shadow creeping up the beach like a stain on the pebbles.

Hear I heard something unearthly breathing, heavy rasping breaths.

Feel As it passed me by, I felt its cold, damp skin like the icy scales of an ar

monster.

Smell I sniffed and caught the stench of rotten fish.

Taste I could taste the salt air on the tongue.

Think I wondered whether I should run to the hotel and seek help.

Jotcast activity - The focus is on writing sentences from an
imagined diary account of chance encounter with a sea
creature.

Write your sentence.
1.Reread it to check.
2.Only then submit.

Gallery Challenge –  Draw a Malamander or other sea
creature to accompany your diary entry. On this youtube clip
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Tom Booth, the book’s illustrator, provides a 5 minute
masterclass in drawing a monster.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuCdO9qR144
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Blogging Activity – write a diary entry about an encounter –
a meeting – with the Malamander or an invented creature. The
model text is below.

Please do not share these notes and models, put them online
or use for financial gain. Please respect my copyrite. They are
for your use with your class. Many thanks.
© Pie Corbett 2022
Jai Kapoor’s diary entry - Wednesday 7th February 2022
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Yesterday evening, the most amazing thing happened. I was
taking my dog Lulu for a walk on the beach. The waves were
rolling across the pebbles and a few seagulls flew overhead. It
was so cold that I had taken my old coat and a hat to try and
keep warm.

Lulu wanted to explore the shoreline and spent a lot of time
digging up wet pieces of wood and old bits of netting. While
she was running around the beach, I plodded towards the pier.

By now, it was getting dark and the sun had dipped down over
the horizon. The wind had picked up and as I stood by one of
the metal pillars that hold the pier in place, I caught the scent
of something foul. It smelled of the sea and rotten fish.

I stood quite still and whistled for Lulu. She ignored me as
usual. It was then that it happened. Out of the shadows, a
shape began to form and move slowly out of the sea. Two red
eyes fixed me with a glare.

I could just make out a pair of long, thin arms and sharp spikes
across its head and back. Whatever it was, came out of the
water and paused. A few scales glittered. It was neither fish nor
any another creature that I had ever seen. As I stood watching,
the creature opened its mouth to reveal rows of sharp needles
for teeth. These were jaws that ripped and tore.

Lulu had by then bounded over. She too stopped and gave a
long, low growl. The creature stepped back and a moment later
disappeared into the sea.

I ran across the beach, not daring to look behind me, with Lulu
yapping at my heels. Had I just seen the Malamander? Were
the old legends true?

Appendices
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This is a model text used for some diary work based on finding
a dragon rather than a sea creature.

Lena Capello’s Diary Monday 12
th

June

This morning Mancini, Simeon and I met a wood dragon while we

were playing by the bridge. Simeon thought that it would be a

good idea if we built a treehouse, up in the trees, so we would

have a place to hide if the goblins tried to attack us while we

were too far away from the house.  We were busy making the

hide when the wood dragon appeared.

At first, the wood dragon was furious but after we explained

what we doing, he became quite friendly. His name is

Marengorm. When I first saw him, I thought that he was part

of the branch because he was camouflaged with all sorts of

leaves, strips of bark and seeds. Mancini recognized him as a

wood dragon immediately because he had made notes in his

journal about a wood dragon called Larengorm.

Marengorm told us that there were lots of elves in the woods

and we should never dance with the elves or eat their food. He

warned us not to go near mushroom rings or any place where

there are trees in a circle. Apparently, elves can be rather

tricky and should not be trusted.

Once we had finished the hide, Marengorm promised that he

would make sure that it was protected from any trolls or

goblins. We are hoping to meet him tomorrow but Mancini

thinks we should not trust him.
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With this year 6 class, we drew up a boxed plan to lead into shared
writing about a dragon sighting.

The plan carried on to list further evidence of a dragon in the local area
and a conclusion. Here is a section of the shared writing, invented with
the class contributing ideas. The main protagonist has just found a
dragon’s claw.
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Notice how to use the margin to make it very clear what is happening in
the text. In the next piece, you can see how we have omitted a whole
section for year 6 but leave in a couple of prompts, ‘On closer
inspection’, ‘make a reference to the setting’ and ‘move on to finding the
3rd piece of evidence’.
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Of course, you can also see the shared writing is pitched at the
right level, above the children’s competence and drawing on
key features such as varying the ways in which sentences begin.
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